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Autumn is such a wonderful time of the year and there are so
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thank goodness though, there are some that still care. Witness the new heartwood Forest.
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choosing trees however, for one’s own garden is always a daunting task. We hope to
make your choice of tree that bit more informed on page 6. Guy Pullen on page 13 shows

us see how effective deciduous trees can be for screening and hedging.
ultimately it’s all in the viewing. We take a wonderful walk on page 21 around the
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inspirational Beale Arboretum and in timely Visits recommend four other stunning grounds
to spot trees in their autumn glory. And we sent our journalist and photographer to the
tree specialists, majestic trees to gain some further insights (page 33).
But we also did take a little time out to enjoy the garden as a whole. Autumn is more
than just trees. so we look at grasses on our Essentials page and note some gorgeous
autumnal flowering partnerships on page 20. most excitingly Kim Wilde takes the time
to show Garden Confidential her garden in the autumn – our private tour with Kim is on
page 24.
Garden Confidential brings the outdoors in on page 44. As winter is approaching and
it’s getting colder, we thought it a good time to talk about conservatories, orangeries and
greenhouses – those rooms that let you enjoy your garden without having to venture
outside!
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Well, there goes another season and with it your last Garden Confidential of 2008. We
have received the most wonderful response and feedback from all our readers and our
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thanks go out to the continued support from our advertisers and contributors.
Enjoy the issue and trust that we have been functional, informative and
inspirational.
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SMALL – WE HIGHLIGHT THEM ALL
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WE TAKE A LOOK AT THE LATEST OFFERINGS
IN CONSERVATORIES AND GLASSHOUSES
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timE For trEEs

half a million new trees to create England’s biggest new continuous native forest – the

Trees are the most wonderful inhabitant of any garden from the largest estate to the

Heartwood Forest.

smallest plot – they are the only component that really give all year-round interest.

13 trEEs For small gardEns
For most London gardens a small tree is the best choice. Guy Pullen of Clifton Nurseries

33 Family trEE
Majestic Trees has been named Ornamental Grower of the Year 2008. Jim Clayton
discovers a root and branch success story in Hertfordshire.

helps us choose the right one.

14 scrEEning For solitudE
From Cupressus leylandii to neighbours from hell. Steve McCurdy clarifies the new
hedging laws and shows us how to screen with style

16 a touch oF glass
Melanie Wand helps Garden Confidential readers attain their dream conservatory.

24 Kim WildE: autumn in my gardEn
Fiery orange, pink and red are the colours Kim Wilde associates with her garden in
autumn. Here Kim gives Garden Confidential readers an exclusive tour.

30 by Wild dEsign – a conFidEntial ExclusivE
The Woodland Trust plans to expand ancient coppiced woodland near St Albans with
4
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PerenniAls
20 pErFEct bEdding partnErs
Harmony and contrast can make or break a relationship. For this issue we suggest some
rose partnerships made in heaven.

21 conFidEntial history
A visit to the Beale Arboretum is an autumnal must. Melanie Wand is taken aback by
this unique arboretum and garden.

36 tools oF thE tradE
Garden Confidential helps you make light work of bulb planting. Amanda Paxton
considers the options.

45

36

41 timEly visits
Autumn is gloriously late this year, so we urge all our readers to make the most of it and
take a day out to enjoy the colours at our chosen arboretums.

42 conFidEntial plannEr
Key tasks to complete now to ensure your garden remains beautiful year round.

44 conFidEntial EssEntials
Our MUST HAVES for this winter.

45 conFidEntial naturE
Your garden may be slumbering through the cold winter months, but it’s still alive with
birds, many struggling to survive. Tim Webb explains what we can all do to help.

49 conFidEntial potagEr
Much of London and Hertfordshire provides suitable growing conditions for apple trees
– and there are thousands of varieties from which to choose.

50 conFidEntial corrEspondEncE
Every season brings its own fair share of joys and problems in the garden. Share your
pleasures and despairs with us.
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Time for Trees

Trees are the most wonderful inhabitant of any garden
from the largest estate to the smallest plot – they are the only
component that really give all year-round interest. They give joy
not only with their spring blossom and autumn colour but also
with the width and breadth of their canopy in summer months
and marvellous silhouettes in winter.

melanie Wand makes

Time
for
Trees

trEEs ArE thE largest living vertical element
in the garden or landscape with a longevity to
match and as such they need to be chosen with
great care. they add gravitas and history to a
new plot and environmentally are the most
important feature in a garden. they produce
our oxygen, reduce smog and provide shade
and habitat for flora and fauna.

trees are for life – so
make the time to
choose them well.
consequently they should always be the
starting point in any planting scheme, indeed in
my mind they should be part of the initial hard
landscaping design. And yet sadly trees are often
the last element to be chosen for the garden
and often the first to come out when there is
to be a garden makeover. trees can get out of
hand if not cared for, but before tearing them
out of the ground, call your local tree surgeon
and check out the possibilities for pruning hard
back first. Yes, it can be a bit expensive, but in
the long term you will get more value for money
than all the perennials you bought that didn’t
last longer than five years!
however choosing new trees is another
matter. one is always tempted to look at the
colour of either the blossom or the foliage
and yet outside of evergreens, this is only of
interest for six months. trees have so many more
properties than this, so that it is essential to look
at the tree as a whole. i think most people these
days realise the importance of soil and climate

Organic Food & Cafe
Plants . Containers . Florist
Furniture . Sculpture . Gifts . Delivery
Designing, Building & Maintaining Gardens

as a consideration, but how many really look at
the overall shape?
in order to make the most of a tree’s beauty
which can be admired all year long, it is vital
to look first at their form – the overall shape of
the tree with foliage – and then habit, which is

5A CLIFTON VILLAS, LONDON W9 2PH
0207 289 6851 www.clifton.co.uk

how the branches are arranged (particularly
important for their winter interest).

time for trees

Form (overall shape with foliage)
Round: quite a formal shape, for
example sorbus aria (Whitebeam) –
the cultivar Lutescens is a particular
favourite of mine.
Bell: a shape seen in many
of our native trees and is

width and the base of the foliage
spreads outwards, for example

Bell

Fagus sylvatica (Beech).
Fastigiate or Columnar: this is

GAP PhotoS/ tim GAinEY

height is greater than the

GAP PhotoS/ frEdEriC didiLLon

so described when the

Round

when the height is approximately five
times the width. An extreme shape
that can make quite a dramatic

s e m p e r v i re n s

Stricta which lends itself to

Fastigate italianate-type courtyards.
Conical: a well known shape
encompassing many conifers
but also deciduous beauties like
Liquidambar styraciflua.

Conical

Habit (how the branches are arranged)
Weeping: this can create a
feeling of heaviness, so that
often those trees with this

GAP PhotoS/ PAuL dEboiS

c u p re s s u s

GAP PhotoS/ JAnEt JohnSon dESiGn: ChriS StEwArt

impact. A good example which is
very fashionable at the moment is

Clockwise from top left: Sorbus aria Lutescens
– Whitebeam; Fagus sylvatica Aspenifolia;
Liquidambar styraciflua; Corylus avellana
Contorta; Cedrus Libanii – Cedar of Lebanon;
Betula ermanii; Betula pendula Youngii;
Cupressus sempervirens Stricta

habit are situated by

Weeping

water to provide a light
touch. A good example is salix x

sepulcralis Chryocoma (Weeping Willow), but a
much nicer, less root-invasive choice would be
Betula pendula Youngii.
Tortuous: this is when the branches

make an exciting vase display.

Tortuous

GAP PhotoS/ viSionS

emerge you can use them to

GAP PhotoS/ John GLovEr

branches before the catkins

GAP PhotoS/mAddiE thornhiLL LoCAtion: wESt dEAn GArdEnS, wESt SuSSEx

avellana Contorta. if you cut the

GAP PhotoS/SArAh CuttLE

are twisted, for example corylus

For christmas i spray mine gold.
Vertical: many trees have this habit
but it is not particularly visible
in summer. For example Betula
ermanii has pinkish bark which is
highlighted by this habit and is
particularly effective in

Vertical

winter.
Horizontal: here the

branches leave the main stem
at right angles, like cedrus
libanii (cedar of Lebanon).

Horizontal
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time for trees

trees in GrouPs
ALthouGh trEEs WorK very well when planted as specimen, sometimes
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overlooked is their charm when planted in groups. Everyone knows the

Top: a gold medal Chelsea
show garden incorporating
a group of Betula utilis
var. jacquemontii in a
minimalist setting
Left: pleached Carpinus
(Hornbeam) create a vista
through to an arbour

value of a tree-lined avenue, but planting in simple threes or fives – if
there is space – can create quite an impact. the silver birch, Betula
utilis var. jacquemontii is one that works well when planted in groups
of three and is particularly effective in a contemporary setting.

PleAcHinG
Another increasingly popular use of trees is to pleach them. Pleaching
is the ancient art of training trees into a raised hedge. Deciduous trees
are planted in lines, then trimmed to form a flat plane at a chosen
height above the ground. the branches are interlaced and bound
so that they eventually grow into each other. Formal gardens, from
mediaeval cloisters to the elaborate geometric gardens of the 17th
century, made much use of them in shaded walks and pleached allées.
they were swept away – as everything was – by capability Brown in the
18th century, but returned to favour with the high Victorian gardens
of Paxton, nesfield and Barry.
until relatively recently this was something only seen in large
estates but development has been such that trees, already pleached,
are easily available. Pleached trees can be used effectively as a way
of adding height to your boundary fence. they can also impose an
immediate vista onto the smallest plot. And no longer is it just about
the stalwarts of Lime or hornbeam – Photinia, Ligustrum, sorbus and
others are all being pleached!

■

Winter Magic
Summer Glamour
We want to enjoy our gardens
all year and misguidedly think its
all about plants but good strong
design not only provides the
ground plan for summer colour
but also the platform for winter
display.

AM Gardens specializes in
designing gardens to
reflect the period of your
house whether Victorian,
Edwardian or between the
Wars. Plans include formal
layouts incorporating
contemporary planting
where appropiate.
Call Melanie Wand BA Hons
Garden Designer/Garden Historian on 077 100 37002
or email amwand@btinternet.com
All manner of garden design and construction undertaken

Garden Sheds
Playhouses
Garden Offices
Summer Houses
Concrete Garages

Base Laying
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So come & browse
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Wyevale Garden Centre, Duke of York, Barnet EN5 4RR
(A1000 between Barnet & Potters Bar)

Winter Warmer

offer a few thoughts on

necessary, not only to see what you are cooking

how the garden can be

and eating but also to prevent accidents.

used in deepest, darkest
winter.
unless

Beat the
chill When
entertaining
outdoors
By toby musgrave

“EntErtAininG outsiDE At this time of year?
has he gone completely mad?”
i know that it is not quite what you may

secondly, it is important to keep warm,
so wrap up, put a few cushions on the garden

is

furniture, and sit with a blanket over your knees.

absolutely chucking

it

remember to tell your guests that you will be

it down or blowing a

dining al fresco and to come suitably attired.

gale, there is no reason

then it’s a matter of cooking – sure, you can

why, having taking a

do all that indoors and bring out the food, but

few precautions, you

there is something rather nice about cooking and

cannot have a really

eating outside, especially if the cooking involves

good night outdoors. But

the sight of naked flames.

there really does need to

combined with the darkness, it creates the

be a purpose to it – you

illusion of a time when we lived in caves, the

can’t just sit and read a

microwave was millennia away, and life was

book as you catch some

hard. so treat yourself to a really good feast,

late evening rays in the

with lots of hot food cooked on a barbecue or

same way as you would

an outdoor oven, and wash it all down with a

in summer.

warming draught of mulled wine or similar.

the best bet is to have a meal outside, as

one of the things that always amazes me

this also involves moving about, which can be

about doing this is that with it getting dark so

an aid to keeping warm.

early, you tend to cook and eat earlier, and by the

be expecting, but why should we follow the

But as well as providing a good spread, you

time everything has been cleared away, there is

crowd all the time? And what with Bonfire night

do need to make a few additional preparations.

still time to dash to the local and warm up – a

just around the corner, i thought it timely to

obviously it will be very dark, so lighting is

good night all round!

■
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Beales 4 STAR Hotels
S P O I L T

F O R

Traditional or

C H O I C E

contemporary

s s o c i A t e s
International Lighting Designers
and Consultants

Hillview, vale of HealtH, london nw3 1an
tel: 020 7431 2345 (24 Hours 24/7)
email: peter@peterburian.co.uk or
peterburian30@aol.com

As the highest 4 star graded hotel in
Hertfordshire, West Lodge Park offers so
much more than a warm welcome. Award
winning business and conferencing,
Wedding and Celebration parties, food and
wine and the Beale Arboretum - all set
within acres of relaxing countryside and with
more than 250 years of experience, the only
thing left for you to do is enjoy – Naturally.

modern, striking, stunning. welcome to our
contemporary 4 star hotel. from the
moment you walk in, you will appreciate
the care and attention which has enriched
this hotel. amazing conference facilities
and ideal for a wedding or celebration with
a difference. atmosphere, service, quality,
all desgined to make your life more
comfortable.

Tel: 020 8216 3900

Tel: 01707 288 500

West Lodge Park
Cockfosters Road, Hadley Wood,
Herts, EN4 0PY
F: 020 8216 3937
E: westlodgepark@bealeshotels.co.uk

beales hotel
comet way, hatfield,
herts al10 9ng
f: 01707 256282
e: hatfield@bealeshotels.co.uk

www.bealeshotels.co.uk

Myddelton House Gardens
Bulls Cross, Enfield, Middlesex EN2 9HG
01992 702 200
www.leevalleypark.org.uk

These gardens are an enchanting place to visit at any time of year.
Born of one man’s passionate interest in plants; the gardens were
created by E.A. Bowles an expert botantist, author, artist and Fellow
of the Royal Horticultural Society. He was the Great Great Uncle of
Brigadier Andrew Parker Bowles.
Within the gardens is the national collection of award winning Bearded
Iris, thousands of naturalised bulbs and many plants of real character.
The gardens also have a beautiful carp lake, a conservatory and a
number of historical artefacts collected by Mr Bowles.

14 December 2008
11.00-15.00
Christmas Greenery Sale
Come and enjoy our gardens on this open day and fulfil all your Christmas
greenery needs. Home made cakes and teas, plant sales. Free entry.
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For most London gardens a
small tree is the best choice.
guy Pullen of clifton nurseries
helps us choose the right one!

Acer palmatum
dissectum Garnet is
happy in a pot in a shady
spot on your patio
thE PoEt LucY Larcom wrote ‘he who plants a

Your last consideration should be the

leaves that turn vivid orange/red in autumn

tree plants a joy’. more than 150 years later this

situation in which you will plant your tree.

emerge. through the summer it boasts juicy,

still rings true. A beautiful tree will bring height,

take into account the light and moisture levels

purple fruit that can be cooked and eaten if the

depth and drama to your garden and will stand

and the space into which the tree can grow. if

birds don’t beat you to it.

as a lasting legacy of your time on this earth – so

you have a bright open spot, a tree from the

native trees are an important part of our

you’d better choose the right one!

Prunus (cherry), malus (apple) or Pyrus (pear)

ecology, providing food and shelter for a vast

in a small garden every
plant must earn the
right to be there

families would prove a fine choice. however, in

range of wildlife. the native tree that suits our

a shady corner your elegant, blossoming tree

purpose best is the crataegus laevigata, more

will become sad and anaemic so another genus

commonly known as hawthorn. the gnarled

must be found.

trunk supports a cushiony dome of white, red

Acer palmatum (Japanese maple) looks great

or pink blossom surrounded by glossy mid-

in a shady corner and there are hundreds of

green leaves. the blossoms produce deep red

For most London gardens, a small tree is

varieties to choose from. Japanese maples are

berries which appear in autumn and the mid-

best; a big majestic tree in a large garden is a

famous for their vibrant autumn leaves which

green leaves gradually take on reds and oranges

beautiful thing, but in a small garden it will

range from deep burgundy to bright sunset

until the tree appears to smoulder; something

become an all-consuming monster, casting

orange, but the emerging leaf buds are joy to

that could never be said of the almost indecent

shade and siphoning off valuable water. in a

behold too. Plant Acer palmatum in a pot or in

cercis siliquastrum (Judus tree). this small tree

small garden every plant must earn the right to

the ground ensuring the soil is slightly acidic.

shoots waxy, hot pink flowers straight from

be there, so your chosen tree should have more

Amelanchier lamarckii also prefers a slightly

the naked stems in spring. this brightest of

than one season of interest – there are a select

acidic soil and will tolerate partial shade. this

blossom is followed by purple shoots that bring

band of trees that will give you blossom, fruit

small, shrubby tree has bright white spring

heart shaped blue/green leaves that light up in

and autumn colour and a few will even offer

blossom that bursts from the bare wood like

autumn – not a subtle tree, but truly a joy.

eye-catching bark for winter.

electric sparks. As the blossom fades, mid-green

■

Guy Pullen can be contacted at Clifton Nurseries on 020 7289 6851
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From cupressus leylandii to neighbours from hell. Steve McCurdy clarifies the new
hedging laws and lets us in on majestic’s secrets on how to screen with style

WE British ArE some of the most friendly

to get the chainsaw out and cut them down to

law and what it says. it was made for good reason,

and hospitable people in the world, but when it

two metres, thus exposing all the dead inner

due to thousands of complaints, to protect us

comes to our gardens, especially the back garden,

growth that will not regrow. shortly afterwards

all from inconsiderate, lazy neighbours who are

we like our solitude. it is just not comfortable to

you will no doubt find them such an eyesore

quite happy to let their hedge grow to as much

be able to see into the neighbour’s place – or for

you will have no choice but to dig them up and

as 25 metres or more, because they happen to

them to see into ours – whether it be a swing set,

start again.

live on the sunny side or it. the unfortunate

patio, or (heaven forbid!) a window. the mere

neighbour, however, ends up in perennial

prospect makes many of us rush down to the

darkness, where little grows and with nothing to

garden centre for a load of Leylandii.

look at but a moss lawn! the law is not intended

Within a few years these fast-growing

to rob us of our privacy, but simply to establish

conifers have done their job, giving the peace

ground rules which protect us all. there are

and quiet we wanted.

two simple rules:

unfortunately, a few years after that, the

First, do not plant multiples (i.e. two or

struggle begins to stop them from taking over

more) of the same evergreens in a line along

the neighbourhood!

your perimeter. A continuous line of deciduous

the problem is that, although very

hedging, mixed deciduous and evergreen or a

controllable with regular pruning, it only takes

pleached/espaliered deciduous aerial hedge

a few seasons of neglect and these fast-growing

is fine.

conifers are out of ladder reach. At this point, the

secondly, you cannot let any evergreen hedge

twice annual pruning exercise becomes a much

exceed two metres without mutual consent, but

bigger – and a more expensive – undertaking.
Which is how Leylandii have earned their

A pleached or espaliered deciduous aerial hedge can be much more
attractive than a continuous line of evergreens

as i said earlier, your future new neighbours can
object. there are exceptions to this rule, such

poor reputation, so much so that there is now

Furthermore, you may have heard about

as if a higher hedge does not ‘unreasonably

legislation in place where it is illegal to let any

the new conifer aphid that has reportedly been

restrict light to the property’ as when it is set

evergreen hedge grow taller than two metres.

attacking Leylandii and (if the rhs is right) may

back from and within your boundary, or your

Even if your dear neighbours are happy to let

destroy up to 40% of Leylandii hedges. so, fast-

neighbour lives on the sunny side of it and

you grow them up to five metres tall or more, this

growing conifers are no longer the easy solution

doesn’t object.

does not protect you should they sell the house

they once were. What, then, is a person to do

and new neighbours move in who do object. if

for a little privacy?

this should happen you will have no choice but
14 Autumn/winter 2008 | gardenconfidential.co.uk

Firstly, we need to understand the hedging

so these are the ground rules, but what is
the solution? that is a question we are asked
most days at majestic trees. in our experience,

GArdEn dESiGn bY JuStin GrEEr

scrEEninG For
soLituDE

sCreening for solitude

the best solution by far is to create a natural
screen by planting a mixture of both evergreen
and deciduous ornamental trees of various
heights and sizes.

mixed ornamental
screens are the most costeffective way to screen
With careful design, such a ‘treescape’ will
not only hide an unsavoury view, it will replace
it with an ever-changing beautiful one. unlike
high hedges, an ornamental treescape will age

Grove Farm was a large farm that was bought by developers for conversion. The Georgian farmhouse was lovely, but the rear
view of the pigsty did not appeal. The developer needed to sell the house separately to help pay for the redevelopment, so
a major screening of specimen trees was installed to give the prospective owner privacy, and to hide the conversion of the
pigsty to housing that would be done over the subsequent two years. It worked – as the pictures show!

gracefully, adding character and value to the
property with each passing year. And unlike
high hedges, maintenance costs on established
ornamental trees are negligible. in fact, mixed
ornamental screens are the most cost-effective
way to screen anything, either visually or from
light and sound pollution. Walls and fences
take time, are far more expensive, and will
still be limited to two metres in height unless
planning permission is sought. unlike manmade structures, trees do not require planning

A retired couple regularly enjoyed their beautiful, very mature garden until one day to their horror, their neighbours cut down

permission, unless possibly in a conservation

a dense line of very tall conifers. Suddenly they could see this ugly two-storey block of flats and what their neighbours did

area, which means the transformation can take

in front of their windows is unprintable. They had completely lost their privacy and their estate agent told them they were

place relatively instantly. A carefully designed

looking at a £50,000 drop in property value. Majestic came in et voilà the flats are a distant memory.

treescape will provide privacy that is ‘green’ not
only in fabric but function, providing wildlife
habitat, wind protection, compost, oxygen, and
of course, amenity value for years to come.
certainly, improving an outlook gives great
personal benefit. Achieving this with a beautifully
executed ornamental treescape also makes
fantastic business sense as well , as many of our
clients have seen their property prices increase
by as much as ten times their investment. some
of these projects where we have helped people
all over Great Britain ‘improve their outlooks’

This landscape designer’s customer hated this shed belonging to their neighbour – it was not a pretty site. To help shield

using strategically designed ‘treescapes’ to

them from the view, we supplied and planted a dense woodland of mature native trees.

screen out neighbouring homes, commercial
buildings, hospitals, roads, mobile phone masts,
railway lines, etc. (shown right) will hopefully
give you inspiration. if not, give us a call and
we will do our best to help you or your garden
designer, landscape contractor, landscape
architect, developer, estate manager, or you the
home owner, to have a hassle-free, stress-free
and wonderfully satisfying experience!

■

For additional information on the hedging law please Google ‘hedgeline’.
Steve McCurdy is Managing Director of Majestic Trees, which grows and
plants semi-mature trees, hedging and screening. Please call 01582
843881 or visit their website at www.majestictrees.co.uk for further
information.

A large London home was a buyer’s dream until they looked out of the back window. The view that greeted them negated
any interest. Majestic craned over and planted this evergreen screen of large specimen trees, resulting in a ten-fold return
on investment in trees.
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melanie Wand helps Garden Confidential readers attain their dream conservatory

EmBEDDED in our national psyche is that idyll

as seems always the case these days, the choice

of quintessential English living: the country

is overwhelming.

i, on the other hand don’t always want to
wander down to the greenhouse on a cold spring

house, its garden, and integral to both – the

Before embarking on the daunting road of

conservatory. i doubt that there is anyone out

conservatory construction it’s always a good idea

morning to water my seedlings. i need a country

there who does not have a personal picture of

to focus. narrow your choice down by asking

if, however it’s primarily for entertaining –

this retreat.

yourself: ‘What do you want it for?’ Everyone’s

that garden room in the summer so vital when

Greenhouse.

But the conservatory is no longer just

usage is different. And is it an orangery, a

the rain prevents us from using our patio – then

the domain of the English country house.

Greenhouse or a conservatory that you are

the conservatory is the only option.

Developments in every aspect have made

really after?

And i’m sure you, as any keen gardener,

conservatories much more accessible. orangeries,

my husband, in keeping with the original 17th

are always being lured into buying a plant

greenhouses and conservatories all now offer

century remit for conservatories, wants to house

that cannot withstand winter frosts. orangery,

exciting extensions to one’s house. they come in

plants that he has grown from seeds brought

Greenhouse, or conservatory – they all make

all shapes, sizes, styles and price ranges. indeed,

home from abroad. he needs an orangery.

an ideal place to overwinter them.
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MY

WHere to stArt:
A FeW conFidentiAl Pointers
Style: A good conservatory should reflect the
period of the house. there is no shortage of
excellent replica Georgian, Victorian, Edwardian
and contemporary conservatories – but do not
let them dominate the back of your house – your
conservatory is an extension of your house not
an appendage.
Size: think width not projection. this allows
seating and tables to take maximum advantage
of views and at the same time makes it less of
an intrusion into your garden.
Position: south-facing conservatories need
effective ventilation, accessible windows, and
plenty of blinds, but are less costly to heat during
the winter months. north-facing conservatories
need well sealed double-glazing to try to
eliminate condensation and preserve heat.
Contractors: Look at some of their previous
jobs and get verbal references from a couple
of clients.
Planning Permission: Approximately 60% of
conservatories built will require planning
permission. if planning permission is not
required a letter of lawful development from
the council is always a good item to obtain.
check with your local planning officer.

CY

CMY
Clockwise from top left: a
magnificent glass extension to K
this substantial property allows
for a wonderful skyscape; a
wooden framed conservatory
creates a warm inviting space
to relax; a graceful Victorian
extension totally in keeping
with the house; aluminium
planters looking just right in this
contemporary steel structure

BARTHOLOMEW
Designers and Manufacturers of
bespoke structures in
hardwood and
glass.

www.bartholomew-conservatories.co.uk
01428 42800
7

Confidential Conservatories

A Potted
History of the
conservatory
1600s
17th century interest aroused by the
Plant hunters to house their exotic
finds.

1691
John Evelyn (1620–1706) constructs
one of the first conservatories, which
were basically additions to the house
with just more glazing of a crude
type. his prototype used fire-proof
pipes to conduct warm fresh air from
an exterior furnace.

1700s onwards
the Grand tour generates more

call it a Greenhouse, call it an orangery, it’s a
space for you and your plants says Jane Tocher

interest with mediterranean plants
brought home.

1770s

A stYLish GrEEnhousE can be the best

Your own new potatoes, carrots and salads

investment you make in your house. it is

on christmas Day? home-grown sweet potatoes?

the industrial revolution transforms

certainly one of the most versatile.

strawberries in April? Blueberries that haven’t

iron and glass production.

travelled thousands of miles?

increasingly cheaper rolled/sheet

it can be the visual centrepiece and engine-

glass available.

room of your garden, a place to sit and relax or

it is said that even people who don’t like

an extension of your kitchen supplying juicy,

chillies get addicted to growing them. From the

just-picked delicacies all the year round. But

jet black Poblana (mild) through the medium

why not make it all of these and blur the line

Padron (‘the tapas Pepper’) to the exotic-

between what is your house and what is your

sounding but mind-blowingly hot ‘thai Dragon’,

garden? make it fit your lifestyle, working for

they are varied, colourful and easy to grow.

1845
tax on glass abolished. this gives a
tremendous boost to the building and
design of greenhouses. the price of
sheet glass fell to 10% of what it had

you in every sense of the word.

been.

Even the smallest garden usually has room
for a place to escape to where protection from

1851

the weather can be enjoyed by plants and

culminates in the crystal Palace

people.

designed by Paxton for the Great
Exhibition in 1851.

supermarket varieties of your favourite

1860–1920

for their uniformity and shelf life, not their

Led to outpouring of conservatories

tAdEuSz KuSibAb

salads, fruit, potatoes and vegetables are chosen
taste. Your own choices under glass give endless
possibilities with combinations of varieties
prolonging the harvesting season.

Enjoy delicious Brigitta blueberries with no carbon footprint
the enjoyment of food you have grown

Frost damage a major problem –
conservatories viewed as cold damp
places – all of which leads to a huge
falling of favour for conservatories in

as easy to grow as tomatoes, you can also take

the 1920s and 30s.

enjoy the best of all worlds.
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construction of limited life.

yourself is hard to beat. And with aubergines
time to sit and relax in your new ‘room’ and

Grow a vibrant mix of peppers

for the wealthy middle classes.

Jane Tocher is a director of Country Greenhouses Ltd
(www.country-greenhouses-ltd.com) 01256 381825
With thanks to Thompson & Morgan Seeds for the use of their
images of ‘Tropical Heat’ peppers and ‘Brigitta’ blueberries.
(www.thompson-morgan.com)

1970s
massive new development in
materials, particularly advances
in double glazing. Allows for
conservatories to be effective and
affordable.

Confidential Conservatories

aluminium or steel-framed structure. this is

Fundamental to your conservatory is the choice and
location of plants. lisa rawley lends Garden Confidential
readers some of her expertise

because the plants respond directly to their

into the roof and across the stress bars such

climatic environment rather than the shape or

as mandevilla Alice du Pont and Bougainvillea

style of the building in which they are growing.

scarlett o’hara.

choosinG PLAnts For a traditional woodenframed single or double-glazed conservatory
is much the same as for a contemporary

the important points to take into account are;
aspect, heat, ventilation and space. the better
you understand your particular conservatory
structure, the more easily you can choose a
plant collection that will thrive in its particular
conditions.

Finally, a large contemporary orangerystyle building fully double-glazed with underhere we planted a modern structure which

floor heating. the size of the plants reflects the

has great benefits for people and plants in that,

scale of the orangery and the choice of plants

as well as being double-glazed with under-floor

reflects the client’s desire for a mediterranean

Directly above, a traditional south-facing

heating, it has a floor which can be hosed down to

feel – olive trees, Grape vines, Bougainvillea,

small conservatory heated in winter to normal

create humidity and full-length automatic vents

mimosa and citrus orange. there is a mixture

domestic room temperature that has plenty of

in the roof for plenty of fresh air. it’s almost a

here of planting-beds within the floor and large

good ventilation. space is at a premium here –

hybrid between a greenhouse and a conservatory

terracotta pots. this gives the larger species

the plants needed to fit around a sofa, table and

and for anyone who’s keen to grow, this building

a chance to really flourish unrestricted and a

chairs. All the plants are in pots which take up

gives you a head start. Another feature is the all-

chance to create an ever changing scene by

floor space, so the main attraction is a pygmy date

in-one bench-style seat and planting bed. this

moving pots from here to there as and when

palm which is tall enough to spread its canopy

allows for the creation of a dramatic canopy of

the mood takes.

above head height and cast shade beneath. the

plants to give you foliage and flowers all year and

shade makes a separate habitat for impatiens

a comfortable place from which to admire them.

congo cockatoo, Begonia species, Lantana

the planting bed is also a big bonus to plants that

camara and an Aeonium. At the sunnier end of

need ‘root-room’ e.g. Bougainvillea, Eupatorium,
Garden Confid 65x100
Pentas, Plumbago, hibiscus and Gardenia.

the building there are climbers which stretch

■

Lisa Rawley of Fleur de Lys designs, plants and maintains collections of
conservatory plants.
Contact Lisa at 01798 865475 or by e-mail fleurdelisa@tiscali.co.uk
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Hardy Geraniums,
Asters, Roses
& ‘Your Name’
Plants
Phone, email or post for yearround mail order catalogue.

Fieldview Cottage
Pratling Street, Aylesford
Kent ME20 7DG
www.rosiesgardenplants.biz

The joy of an Appeal Patio Awning.
QUOTE REF: GC

Rosie’s
Garden Plants

01622 715777

To begin the Appeal Experience, call free now on:
0800 975 5757 UK, 1800 509 482 ROI. Lines open 24/7.
Or visit www.appealawnings.com

Just being good isn’t good enough.

Confidential Combinations

Perfect Bedding
Partners

harmony and contrast can make or break a
relationship but every so often even the best of
relationships need a wake up call! make the most
of autumn colour and thrill to the vivid shocks that
these partnerships will generate in your garden!

imAGES: Andrew LAwson

Mellow pink Sedum Herbstfreude provides the support for a
vibrant violet-coloured Verbena rigida

A cheating partnership of Cyclamen hederifolium with fallen leaves of Parrotia persica
Here a Vitis coignetiae is turning red early and brightening up its green
companion Parthenocissus quinquefolia (Virginia creeper)

Schizostylis coccinea jumps out and embraces orange Physalis alkekengi var. franchetii

Compiled with help from Andrew Lawson Photographic Library. Plants stocked at Clifton Nurseries, 5A Clifton Villas, London W9 2PH. Tel: 020 7289 6851; e-mail: enquiry@clifton.co.uk
Please check stocks with the nursery first as availability varies.
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thE BEALE
ArBorEtum
An autumnal must. melanie wand is taken
aback by this unique arboretum and garden
thE DictionArY DEFinition of Arboretum is:

surprisingly rural landscape of arable and

walk around. Andrew’s grandfather Edward

“a botanical garden for the rearing and exhibition

pasture, it’s hard to believe one is only half an

Beale started the arboretum in 1963. he had

of rare trees”. in essence i agree, but note that

hour away from central London. As John Evelyn

bought West Lodge Park in 1945, slowly turning it

they should include all types of trees – young

wrote in his diary in 1676 on visiting West Lodge

into the hotel that we see today. there had been

to old, from the familiar to the unusual. And

“that which i most wondered at was, that in

a history of tree collecting – a previous owner

yes, arboretums are for the specialist but they

the compass of 25 miles, yet within 14 miles of

John White cater, a distinguished banker, had

should also be areas that are inviting to the

London, there is not an house, barne, church, or

planted some fine specimen trees, including the

amateur, providing a fascinating and pleasurable

building besides three lodges… these are pretty

sequoias which still dominate the view from

experience. this, in my mind, is only really

retreats for gentlemen, especially for those who

the terrace. however, it was Edward Beale’s

accomplished when thought is given to the space

are studious and lovers of privacy.”

friendship with Derek honour, tree advisor to

and design of the intended area; incorporating

this is as true today as it was in 1676.

the trees into groups, allocating areas of glades,
paths, vistas and absorbing the surrounding
landscape. this then turns a mere collection
into an enticing landscaped composition. Kew
is the obvious example of how landscape can
be adapted for an arboretum, however much

course of the thirty-five acres of West Lodge. he

the passion with which
this arboretum has been
put together is palpable
for all who walk around

closer to home – on an admittedly smaller but
perhaps less daunting scale – can be found the

the Greater London council, that changed the
suggested creating an arboretum.
Edward Beale, always an interested amateur,
took up the challenge with the same vitality and
enthusiasm he had pursued in the establishment
of his hotel. he invited Frank Knight, the former
Director of rhs Wisley to help with the design of

not everyone will be so fortunate as myself

the area. initially an empty field, together they

to be taken round the Beale Arboretum by such

laid out the first ten acres. Different zones were

set in the grounds of West Lodge Park,

an engaged and enthusiastic guide as Andrew

created for each chosen genus of tree, linked

the Beale Arboretum stretches across thirty-

Beale, but the passion with which this arboretum

by two main grass rides and several paths. the

five acres. situated on a hill, overlooking a

has been put together is palpable for all who

work started by Edward Beale is being carried

Beale Arboretum in hadley Wood.
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Confidential History

Edward Beale with his grandson Andrew,
photographed in the late 1990s
on today with the same ardour by his grandson,
Andrew.
on entering the arboretum, one is
immediately enticed by a glorious vista down
to the classical folly erected to the memory of
Edward Beale. Flanked by large incense cedars,
it has become the focal point for the first ride
that Edward Beale laid down. to the left is the
Pinetum. here, as everywhere there are trees
of all ages. Every tree has a history and each is
lovingly cared for. Personally i have never had
much time for pines, but my feelings changed as
i realised that i had no idea how many cultivars
the Pine family includes. i fell in love with the
Bhutan Pine which was beautiful, light, airy,
and delicate – qualities i had not associated
before with pines.
And to my further delight each zone has a
discreet but clearly visible and very informative
noticeboard. For those like myself that enjoy
trees but have a limited knowledge, the Beale
Arboretum is special indeed. Along with the
noticeboard the trees themselves are labelled.
And all around there are new trees being planted
alongside the old, thus replacing or updating
the collection.
And the collection is taken very seriously. the
Beale Arboretum has national collection status
for carpinus (hornbeam). national collection
status is only conferred when you have at least
75% of the genus. they are currently applying for
national collection status for their taxodium.
other zones include sorbus (mountain Ash), Acer
(maple), Fraxinus (Ash) and a simply wonderful
trove of Quercus (oak). there are also some fine
and fascinating single specimen trees. Along with
the 30-metre high metasequoia glyptostroboides
(Dawn redwood) which up until 1941, when it
was discovered in china, was known only from
its fossil records, is a comparatively recent find,
Wollemia nobilis (Pine). so new, it’s not listed
in my admittedly old rhs encyclopedia, this
22 Autumn/winter 2008 | gardenconfidential.co.uk

From top:
West Lodge
Park in autumn.
Photographed
by the eminent
garden
photographer,
Michael Boys

Confidential History

pine was discovered in 1994 by David noble in

week, or alternatively they are just delighted if

Australia. the first went to Kew in 2004 and the

you want to wander around on your own. this

second to Beale in 2006. i loved the 200-year

from a hotel that is fully booked all year long. But

History oF West
lodGe PArK

old Arbutus unedo (strawberry tree) and the

one last thing to add, you must refresh yourself

WEst LoDGE WAs originally a residence

late flowering magnolia Exmouth. trees for all

with one of West Lodge Park’s cream teas! not

for the Bailiff on the Enfield chase. his

tastes fill the Beale Arboretum, all in they have

free but worth every penny.

duty was to stop poaching of the deer and

■

over 800 varieties.
And so keen are the Beale family to share
their love for trees, they provide guided tours (for
groups of ten or more) free of charge during the

cutting down of the trees. the chase was a
West Lodge Park, Cockfosters Road, Hadley Wood, Hertfordshire EN4 0PY
Telephone 020 8216 3900 E-mail westlodgepark@bealeshotels.co.uk
Web www.bealeshotels.co.uk/westlodgepark

royal hunting ground and West Lodge was
visited by both Elizabeth i and James i. in
1673 henry coventry, secretary of state to
charles ii, bought West Lodge as his country

On an autumn day some firm favourites at
the Beale Arboretum to look out for…

residence. he replanted many trees which

clockwise from top left: the Quercus palustris, which was already showing signs of turning the most

HistoricAl coincidence

wonderful shade of scarlet when i was there, is a definite must. the liquidambar zone should now

in 1677 coventry had his portrait painted

be a medley of purple, pink and gold. the nyssa sylvatica which normally goes a strong yellow, in a

by mary Beale. mary Beale was the first

good season turns cerise and this year suggests it will do so. And, of course, the fraxinus angustifolia

woman in England to establish herself as a

Raywood is always a marvellous autumnal delight with its unique rich claret hue.

professional painter. Extremely successful,

had been cut down during the civil War.

she painted many of the leading figures
at charles ii’s court. Edward Beale, on
acquiring West Lodge, was keen to research
its history. he discovered that a portrait of
henry coventry, a relative of the marquis
of Bath, hung at Longleat house. imagine
the astonishment of Edward Beale when
he found the portrait to be painted by
his namesake mary Beale! there are no
records that can prove Edward’s ancestry
to mary but it is known that ancestors
of mary’s husband charles Beale lived in
hertfordshire so that it seems likely that
there is some connection.
Edward Beale was so delighted by his
discovery that, along with the hotel and the
arboretum, he made it his lifelong mission
to collect mary Beale’s work. consequently,
West Lodge Park now has the finest
collection of mary Beale paintings.

Portrait of an unidentified lady, painted by Mary Beale
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Autumn
In My

Garden

Fiery orange, pink and red are the
colours I associate with my garden in
autumn – with dashes of vibrant purple
Words: Kim Wilde

 Images: Steve Brown

Wilde autumn

FiErY orAnGEs ArE to be found in the
Pyracantha berries that crowd the thorny
evergreen, the annual nasturtium and marigold
that sometimes grow where you tell them (but
more often, and more interestingly don’t!), and

Above: Rosa The Fairy
blooms profusely into
November in our formal
herb garden
Left: Pumpkins planted in
pots in the spring are ready
for Hallowe’en

of course my favourite autumn vegetable the
Pumpkin.

sedums of course
come into their own
every autumn…
Pink can be found in the easy to grow annual
cosmos, as well as the late flowering rose
r. The Fairy which i planted over ten years ago
in a tiny planting hole, and still flowers profusely
right into november. sedums of course come
into their own every autumn with rich, brickpink umbel shaped flowers which butterflies
adore, and pinks suffuse the autumn leaves of
cotinus Grace which glows translucent in the
low, afternoon sunlight.
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Wilde autumn

Clockwise from top left: Sedum and
Miscanthus grasses in the late summer
border; Rosa rugosa hips glow in coral
shades; Swiss Chard Bright Lights tastes
as good as it looks; A romantic corner;
Echinops and Miscanthus grass seed
heads make for a perfect partnership
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Wilde autumn

reds shimmer in Euonymus europaeus
(spindle tree) foliage, hawthorn and r. glauca
berries, as well as in the stems of swiss chard
Bright Lights, one of the easiest vegetables to
grow and one of the most ornamental.
Dashes of vibrant purple are supplied by
another butterfly favourite Verbena bonariensis,
whose tall, willowy, see-through stems hover
at almost chest height. i have naturalised
colchicum autumnale under some fruit trees.
these beautiful bulbs push their way up through
the grass with their purple/pink blousy petals,
arriving without foliage (this comes later). Purples
too in the delicate seed heads of miscanthus
sinensis, which are thriving in my clay and flint
soil with the help of a slightly raised bed.

Due to the tough soil
conditions here, i grow
everything in raised beds
Due to the tough soil conditions here, i
grow everything in raised beds, from a brick’s
height for most of the borders, to a metre or so
for the raised vegetable beds. these were filled
initially with good top soil and home-made
garden compost, but are topped up with wellrotted garden compost each spring to condition
the soil as well as to help keep weeds out, and

Above: raised beds need no digging
and are a perfect growing solution in
areas where soil is unforgiving
Right: Cynara cardunculus brings a
strong architectural presence to the
garden all year round
Below left: Colchicum autumnale has
naturalised in a meadow area

soil moisture in.
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Wilde autumn

then of course come my favourite container

year, with pungent sweet and sharp notes from

annuals – the ornamental cabbage with winter

fallen apples and decaying leaves, combined with

pansies, what a combination. Purples, pinks and

warm, autumn rain. Autumn colour excels itself

custard yellows cheerfully
weave their way through
the robust, yet riotous
pansies, while the cabbage
lends structure and form

in many trees and shrubs

the garden really
smells great at this
time of year

to a winning container

too including Amelanchier,
sorbus, Prunus and rhus.
i love ornamental trees
and grow several. Among
my favourites is mespilus

combination that lasts right through to

germanica (medlar) which is crammed with

winter.

golf-ball sized fruits at this time of year, ready

the garden really smells great at this time of
28 Autumn/winter 2008 | gardenconfidential.co.uk

to be ‘bletted’ or softened by the frost, thereby

Left: anyone can grow an apple tree;
whether in a container, trained espalierstyle or a small-growing Coronet variety
Top right: Rhubarb and custard coloured
Winter Pansies nestle around an
Ornamental Cabbage
Bottom right: I plant Sunflowers in pots
with the children each spring; seeds are
left for the birds who love them, and
some are kept for sowing next year

Wilde autumn

making them edible. Another favourite is the
handsome Acer griseum whose dainty leaves
turn a warm, fiery red as autumn progresses,
while the cinnamon-coloured bark peels back
wantonly! Every garden should have an apple
tree. i grow them either as small trees or trained
espalier-style on horizontal wires.
Apple trees can easily be grown in containers
if you don’t have a garden or expect to be on
the move. coronet (www.coronet.ie) specialise in
miniature apple trees, and have a variety that
has two different apples on one tree, and is also
self-pollinating called a Family tree!

my autumn garden
has come a long way…
but there is still a
long way to go
my autumn garden has come a long way over
the years from a blank canvas start, but there is
still a long way to go. i have yet to establish my
favourite michaelmas daisies Aster x frikartii
Monch somewhere in the border, or grow the
stunning annual cleome, not to mention the
‘look at me!’ flashy pink bulb nerine bowdenii.
that's the great thing about gardening, there’s
always something to aspire to, whether you have
a garden or grow in containers on a balcony. ■

Above: my sanctuary when things get noisy
in the kitchen
Right: Miscanthus grasses bring movement
and colour to the autumn scene
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BY
WiLD
DEsiGn

iF GArDEninG is about providing the right

wtPL/GrAhAm fudGEr

the Woodland trust
plans to expand ancient
coppiced woodland near
st Albans with half a
million new trees to create
England’s biggest new
continuous native forest –
the heartwood Forest
At

the

end

of

conditions to encourage plants to grow to your

september, the trust

desired design, then the Woodland trust’s

announced it had raised

plans to create a new, 850 acre forest of native

more than £4 million –

broadleaved trees near sandridge, st Albans could

enough to proceed with

be considered as gardening to mother nature’s

its planned purchase

wild design.

with

the trust announced its plans in July with

c o n f i d e n c e.

the trust had raised
more than £4 million –
enough to proceed with
its planned purchase
with confidence

Donations came from

the bold target to raise £8.5 million. this would

local people, the uK public, and businesses. the

enable it to purchase the site, carry out all the

balance of £4.5 million came from the trust’s

necessary surveys, and plant 600,000 native

strategic investment fund (a ‘fighting fund’), which

trees to create a huge, new forest, with open

still needs to be replenished, so the heartwood

spaces and walkways, for the benefit of people

Forest fundraising campaign continues.

and wildlife.
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When the trust took possession, it

immediately installed
new gates and opened
up permissive pathways
which wind around the
three pockets of ancient
woodland

totalling

44 acres, nestled in
the folds of recently

harvested fields.
so why sandridge, and what’s so special
about native trees and ancient woodland?
sadly, the uK is one of the least-wooded
countries in Europe. England has lost half its
ancient woodland since the 1930s, either to

wtPL/ChriStoPhEr bEECh

wtPL/PAuL hEthErinGton

Confidential exClusive

Spades lined up for tree planting

Young native trees, a year after planting

development, agriculture or planting with non-

easy reach of more than two million people.

the beauty of this wild design is that it

native conifers. only 4.87% of the uK remains as

the first new trees could be planted before

changes over the centuries, getting richer, more

native ancient woodland, the uK’s richest wildlife

spring 2009, but planting will get under way

complex and more precious, to be enjoyed by

habitat and its equivalent of the rainforest. in

in earnest next autumn once environmental

our children, grandchildren and every generation

England, this is broadleaved trees like oak,

and archaeological assessments of the area are

after that.

ash, alder, hawthorn, small-leafed lime and

complete. Each of the 600,000 native trees will be

hornbeam.

planted as ‘whips’ around 45cm (18 inches) tall.

Why ‘Heartwood’?

the trust hopes to involve volunteers, including

As Garden Confidential went to press, we were

local children, at every stage.

sworn to secrecy about the new forest’s name,

sites of ancient woodland have existed for
at least 400 years. many have been in existence
for much longer and are probably remnants of

Woodland establishes very quickly. Within

so as not to lessen the impact of the Woodland

the ‘wild wood’ that once covered vast swathes

two years a tree could be twice the size of the

trust’s announcement on 30 october. in fact,

of the pre-iron Age British isles.

child that planted it. After that, the trees will

your copy of Garden Confidential has been held at

Ancient woodland has attracted specialised

our distribution centre until the announcement

flora and fauna because of the soil conditions

is made.

which have developed undisturbed over the

so why ‘heartwood’? it’s a playful use of the

centuries – a result of particular light and

synonym of heart, hart and hertfordshire:

moisture conditions, and the interactions of

◆ heartwood is the hard wood in the centre of
a tree

plants, animals, soils, climate and people over

◆ the Woodland trust hopes the forest will

hundreds of years. if disturbed by development

become the green heart in the centre of the

ecosystem that is ancient woodland is destroyed
forever and the huge variety of specialised plants
and animals, some of which live only in ancient
woodland – like herb Paris and Wood Anemone
– is lost.

wtPL/riChArd bECKEr

or encroached upon by cultivation, the special

country
◆ heartwood is also an echo back to the wild
wood that once covered the majority of the
uK

Herb Paris, an indicator of ancient woodland

the Woodland trust aims to plant new native

grow rapidly, up to six metres (20 feet) or so

Heartwood Forest Facts

broadleaved trees at sandridge to buffer and

within just 12 years. once the Woodland trust

◆ Bigger than hyde Park and Kensington

protect the surviving ancient woodland and its

has overseen the planting of the trees, it’s up

Gardens combined (collectively 625 acres)

precious wildlife.

to mother nature to complete her wild design

◆ twice the size of regent’s Park (410 acres)

the new forest will be open for everyone to

and begin to create the special conditions under

◆ Larger than Whipsnade Zoo (600 acres)

enjoy. this peaceful and rolling hertfordshire

the trees that will make suitable habitats for

countryside is only 20 miles from London’s marble

thousands of species of woodland animals, birds,

Arch. that puts the proposed new forest within

insects, fungi and plants.

To find out more about the Woodland Trust’s Heartwood Forest project or
make a donation, log onto www.woodlandtrust.org.uk/heartwood or call
freephone 0800 026 9650
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Kingsmere Buildings

The

Water Feature
Specialists

A
A family
family business
business with
with
over
over 80
80 years
years experience.
experience.
We
We pride
pride ourselves
ourselves in
in
consultancy,
consultancy, design,
design,
construction
construction &
& renovation
renovation
Pond & lake construction
Renovation & de-silting of moats, ponds & lakes
■ Water controls & pumping, fountains, bank edging,
boat houses & jetties, bridge construction
& installation
■ Fabrication of parkland fencing & tree guards
■ Reservoir & lagoon design & construction
■ Lining systems
■
■

Come to Kingsmere Buildings for all aspects of garden
buildings, whether you are looking for a garden
shed, summerhouse, garden office or a garage,
we specialize in all types of garden buildings.
From design to completion, our buildings are
designed around your needs, and so are bespoke.

For all your UK enquiries contact:

Miles Waterscapes Ltd.
Gt. Ashfield, Suffolk

Tel: 01359 242356 Fax: 01359 241781
contact@miles-water.com

www.miles-water.com

Whether it is for combined storage and outside living
space, an office or children’s playroom to giving
teenagers their own space.
We carry out a free site survey, so there’s nothing
to lose, or call us where we will be happy to discuss
your requirements.
Agents for Lidget Garages.

HALCYON GARDENS
Design

Kingswood Nursery, Bullsmoor Lane,
Enfield, Middlesex, EN1 4SF

Tel: 01992 701033

www.kingsmerebuildings.com

• Construction • Maintenance

19 Linkside
Woodside Park
London N12 7LE
Tel/Fax: 020 8343 4585
Mobile: 07973 821 187
info@halcyongardens.co.uk

FAmiLY
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majestic trees has been
named ornamental Grower
of the Year 2008. Jim clayton
discovers a root and branch
success story in hertfordshire
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family tree

wordS: Jim CLAyton

imAGES: steve Brown

in 1979, WhiLE studying horticulture at oaklands
college in hertfordshire, steve mccurdy was
chosen to spend a work experience year in the
united states. it proved a fateful trip. While there
he met his future wife, Janet, and, ultimately, the
couple settled in california, where they built a
business that specialised in interior landscaping
for malls, atriums and hotels. sixteen years later,
judged by any professional standard, steve was a
successful man. his company had won no fewer
than 93 national awards and he was serving on
the boards of trade organisations. there was just
one snag; steve was bored...
‘By the end of the 1990s i definitely needed a
new challenge – and, to be honest, i was missing
England,’ he laughs. ‘i wanted to come back and
i saw an excellent opportunity to start again and
have a lot of fun.’ today, steve’s vision has been
triumphantly realised in the form of majestic
trees, the family-owned operation that he
opened in may 2002. it is now recognised as
one of the uK’s premier specialist tree nurseries;
indeed, at the prestigious industry awards this

Right: A typical row of smaller
standard trees in autumn colours
Below: A large specimen Pterocarya
fraxinifolia Wingnut is pulled and
brought to the yard to be prepared
for shipping and planting at a
project in Oxfordshire

year majestic trees was named ornamental
Grower of the Year.

it’s little wonder that
majestic trees has become
the first port of call
for garden designers

‘added extra’ becomes crystal-clear. ‘We’re not

ensure customers don’t make the wrong choices

interested in just selling you a tree, taking your

and, if it is required, offer personal support

money and that’s it, goodbye,’ he says. ‘What’s

throughout a project.’

important is that we provide an individual

managing a tree nursery has also meant a

solution to our customers’ needs, one that is

learning curve for steve himself. ‘obviously i’d

horticulturally correct and will look wonderful

been trained in horticulture and i understand

for years to come. that’s why we provide a

how things grow,’ he smiles. ‘But specialising

complete ‘Aftercare’ service – and also why

in trees was a new skill for me. so we built a

Based at a 19-acre site near st Albans,

our sales advisors are all trained horticulturists.

team that knew the bits that i didn’t – people

majestic trees stocks an astonishing 450 varieties

Planting a large tree can be a daunting prospect

who had grown trees for a living for years. i’ve

– evergreen, small garden, pleached, fruit and

and a significant investment: they will help

picked it up now – but i still don’t know as much

nut, flowering, screening, multi-stemmed,
feathered and tropical – which can be from
four to 40ft tall, 12cm to over 1 metre in girth, 80
litre to 5,000 litre containers – and at prices from
£75 to £15,000. With such an extensive range, it’s
little wonder that majestic trees has become the
first port of call for garden designers, landscape
contractors, estate and golf club managers and,
of course, members of the public simply looking
for the perfect tree for their homes.
‘When we started, other nurseries tended
to be either good at growing trees or good at
supplying them. i wanted to be the best at
growing and supplying – and that set us apart,’
recalls steve. But to be judged Grower of the
Year 2008 by its peers suggests that there is even
more to majestic trees. speaking to steve that
34 Autumn/winter 2008 | gardenconfidential.co.uk
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as robo, our head Grower, or Paul, our nursery
stock control manager.’
several times a year steve criss-crosses
Europe visiting nurseries and carefully selecting
and buying trees – ‘as well as the staples, i’m
always looking for new and unusual specimens’
– which are then lifted and transported to
hertfordshire, where they are potted-up into
Air-Pot containers. if there is a ‘secret’ to the
majestic trees growing regime, then this is it.
the Air-Pot is a recyclable plastic perforated
container textured like an egg carton that actively
enhances the quality and rapid production of
the root system. ‘99% of our trees are grown
in Air-Pots,’ confirms steve. ‘the roots grow
naturally from the centre of the trunk to the
outside where they are airpruned, whereas in a
solid plastic container they go round in circles.
in an Air-Pot you get a solid mass of fibrous roots
in no time at all. it’s by far the best method of
rooting a tree.’

A wide selection of evergreens from 5’ up to over 40’ tall are grown to meet every need

‘As well as the
staples, i’m always
looking for new
and unusual
specimens’

The Air-Pot produces a fabulous fiberous root system
far superior to any other production method

Steve McCurdy, MD is surrounded by an
exceptional and experienced team

Numerous Birch trees with beautiful barks are
one of Majestic Trees biggest sellers

over the last year, in response to requests

whole garden redesigned or replanted we can

where the shade will fall and what the impact

from both garden professionals and private

show them the portfolios of the designers

will be on neighbours. it’s vital to consider all

customers, steve has developed a new integrated

with whom we work and, if required, make a

these factors – and it’s why we always like to sit

design, build and planting service (majestic

recommendation. Put simply, whether it is large

down and chat with our customers.’

trees Design & Build). it has evolved from,

estate or a small urban space, we want to be

of course, the majestic trees team has

and complements, the core nursery business.

able to do everything possible to achieve the

the expertise to overcome all these potential

‘many of the designers we work with prefer

client’s perfect garden.’

problems. ‘For example, we’ve done loads of

to focus on the creative process and they

Finally, if someone is contemplating planting

projects in north London where there’s no easy

were becoming frustrated that the best build

trees in their garden, for either aesthetic or

access,’ smiles steve. ‘But we can always find

companies were always booked up. so, we

practical reasons, what are the key factors to

a way to crane the equipment and tree into a

put together a team of hard landscapers and

bear in mind? steve doesn’t hesitate: ‘Access

back garden without causing damage. there’s

horticulturally-trained soft landscapers that can

is critical,’ he says. ‘People often don’t realise

no limit to what you can do if you put your

build and project-manage a garden for them,’

how difficult it can be to get a large specimen

mind to it.’

he explains. ‘in addition, because we have such

tree in place. Also, you must think about the

good contacts with designers, all with different

garden’s size and how big the tree will grow,

styles and strengths, if a customer wants their

how immediate is the aim of planting the tree,

Majestic Trees, Chequers Hill, Flamstead, near St Albans, Hertfordshire,
AL3 8ET. Tel: 01582 843881, e-mail info@majesticgroup.co.uk or visit
www.majestictrees.co.uk
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tools of tHe trade

Tools of The Trade
Garden Confidential helps you make light work of bulb
planting. amanda Paxton considers the options
it’s EAsY to be seduced by the rows
of reasonably priced spring bulbs
available in the shops in autumn. With
winter rapidly approaching the idea of
nodding golden daffodils is irresistible
– until it comes to planting the super
cheap mixed 200. however, there is no
question that using the right tool makes
all the difference. Garden Confidential has
generously sacrificed the back and knees
of your reviewer to ensure you get the
right planter for the job.
Bulb planters come in two sizes –
handbag and sledgehammer. Given the
nut-sized shape of the average bulb, you
could be forgiven for thinking the waist
high models may be a tool too many for
the shed. But you would be wrong. if you’re
planning that Great Dixter-inspired bulb
lawn, then a waist high model is essential.

SNEEBOER BuLB PLANTER

They say…
‘A Sneeboer Bulb Planter is an essential
tool when planting large quantities of
bulbs, its clever design with long handle
will certainly make light work of any bulb
planting activity. Insert it into the ground,
lift out the clod of earth, pop your bulb into
the hole, then replace the clod of earth
which is released when you make the next
hole – simple!’
The Confidential View…
At hip height the Sneeboer will assist
bulb planting for those with bad backs.
the cross handle also helps twist the
cutter out of the earth. it cuts cleanly
into the soil and the action easily
removes the clod of earth from the
previous hole. the width of the cutter at
the end of the hole is slightly narrower
than the top, so the last clod has to
be shaken out with a bit more force
(however, this may be just my horrible,
sticky clay soil).

our reviewer sneered at the sneeboer,

Durability

then had to eat her words after a happy

Style

5 Overall
4 Rating

half hour popping clods across the lawn.

13

Useability

4 Price

£49.95

Quite therapeutic in fact.
For the purpose of the assessment we rate from 1 to 5,
with 5 being excellent
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available from Harrod Horticultural, telephone 0845
402 5300 www.harrodhorticultural.com

HB2114 Garden Confidential (280x102) Aut08
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WILkINSON SWORD BuLB PLANTER

They say…
‘The Wilkinson Sword Bulb Planter is ideal for
planting bulbs and bedding plants by cutting
perfect holes in preparation for planting. This
hand tool has a heat-treated carbon steel
head for maximum durability and has a
black adjustable hand grip ensuring ultimate
comfort at all times. Its classic designed
chrome casing enters the soil more easily
whilst minimizing rust.’
The Confidential View…
Smashing! Cuts well, the clod is easily
removed assisted by the handle release.
Small and handy-sized if you’re not
planning a Kew-inspired bulb lawn. Comes
with a 5-year guarantee.

Style

3 Overall
3 Rating

Useability

4 Price

Durability
available at your local garden centre or diy
store, or telephone 01656 655595
www.wilkinsonswordgarden.com

NO T H I N G
I S

A

E L S E

HA R T L EY

10
£7.99

DARLAC BuLB PLANTER

They say…
‘Our Long Handle Bulb Planter will help you
to easily create beautiful displays of bulbs.
Accurate planting is simple – position the
planter, press down with your foot, remove the
plug, drop in the bulb and replace the soil – it
couldn’t be easier!’
The Confidential View…
this one’s quite nice to use. it’s easily
pushed into earth, with the final clod easily
shaken loose. the pole handle (as opposed
to a cross handle) may, after an hour or two
of bulb planting be a slight disadvantage.
but for those who care – it’s a very smart
red.

Style

5 Overall
5 Rating

Useability

4 Price

Durability
available from all good garden centres –
for local stockist details call 01753 547790
www.darlac.com

14
around £18

• Established 70 years • Standard and Bespoke Greenhouses

BuLLDOG BuLB PLANTER
WITH T-HANDLE

• Excellent Customer Service and Care

They say…
‘Take the guesswork out of bulb planting. Cuts
a clean cone quickly and easily even in hard
soils. Removes the soil ready to plant the bulb,
then the soil is returned. The head and socket
are solid-forged giving the tool added strength
and it has a 28” Ash T- handle. The Bulldog
Bulb Planter is hand made at our forge in
England.’
The Confidential View…
the bulldog looks, and indeed is, very durable.
Again, the t-handle may be an advantage if
planting large numbers of bulbs.

Style

5 Overall
4 Rating

14

Useability

5 Price

£59.38

Durability
available at your local garden centre or diy
store, or telephone 01279 401572
www.www.bulldogtools.co.uk
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Five Free*

Helleborus niger
for every reader
* Just pay £3.25 postage & packaging

also known as the Christmas rose, these captivating plants
are cherished for their white blooms that are sometimes
blushed with delicate pink shades. They are relatively easy
to grow requiring very little attention throughout the year
and will make a perfect addition to your garden borders.
To claim your free* collection fill in the coupon below and send with *£3.25 to cover p&p.

Order Hotline: 0844 573 2020
(quote garC1, minimum order £10)

Why not also try these special offers:

Blue Hydrangea
A garden favourite that has been
coaxed to bloom indoors during the
Christmas period

african Violet
An easy-to-grow house plant that
requires very little attention
1 African violet in 12cm pot in luxury wrap £11.99

1 Hydrangea in 12cm pot with luxury pot cover and
bow. Supplied in bud £18.99

WHite campanula
Flawless bellflowers ring out their
seasonal greetings and set the scene
for some festive magic

Jasmine on a Hoop
With its rich, sweet fragrance and
vivid white flowers this plant will
brighten any winter living room.

eVerlasting Woodland Bouquet
The everlasting, rustic bouquet
is perfect for Christmas and yearround decoration.

1 Campanula in 11cm pot with luxury wrap and
bow. Supplied in bud £11.99

1 Jasmine on a Hoop in 11cm pot with metallic red
cachepot. Supplied in bud £16.99

1 Everlasting Woodland Bouquet. Height 23cm x
diameter 25cm £14.99

To claim your 5 FREE* Helleborus niger: Tick the box on the order form, fill in your details and send it
including £3.25 for p&p (do not send stamps, cash or postal orders). Only one application per reader.
To order special offer collections as well as the free collection please fill in the coupon below and send it with a cheque
made payable to TMYP to the address below. Or call the order line on 0844 573 2020 with your debit/credit card details
(minimum order value £10 for telephone orders), quoting GARC1. Payment accepted in sterling only.
Please send order & payment to: Garden Confidential FREE Hellebores, Dept GARC1, PO Box 99,
Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 2SN
Order online: visit www.plantoffers.com/GARC1

ORDER FORM

Please send order & payment to:
Garden Confidential FREE Hellebore Offer,
Dept GARC1, PO Box 99, Sudbury, Suffolk, CO10 2SN
Title
Surname

Price

Email Address

Quantity

total

Offer 1: 86543

Blue Hydrangea
1 Hydrangea in 12cm pot with luxury pot cover and bow. Supplied in bud

£18.99

£

Offer 2: 86544

African Violet
1 African violet in 12cm pot in luxury wrap

£11.99

£

Offer 3: 86545

White Campanula
1 Campanula in 11cm pot with luxury wrap and bow. Supplied in bud

£11.99

£

Offer 4: 86546

Jasmine on a Hoop
1 Jasmine on a Hoop in 11cm pot with metallic red cachepot. Supplied in bud

£16.99

£

Offer 5: 86547

Woodland Bouquet
1 Everlasting Woodland Bouquet. Height 23cm x diameter 25cm

£14.99

£

5 FREE* Helleborus niger
Offer limited to one per reader

£3.25

Initial

Address

Postcode

Your free collection will be despatched in November, December and February. Please note that your free collection will
be sent bare root and not potted. Other Special Offer collections will be sent out separately and be acknowledged with
a despatch date. Delivery to UK addresses only. Last order date to confirm Christmas delivery 12th December 2008.
Saver collection dispatched separately. Please note that your contract for supply of goods is with Thompson & Morgan
(Young Plants) Ltd. (Terms & Conditions available upon request). All offers are subject to availability. In the event of
over-subscription, T&M reserve the right to substitute any varieties for others of equal or greater value.

1 [ ] tick
total

£3.25
£

PayMEnt DEtails
I enclose a cheque for £ _ made payable to TMYP and with my name and address on the back.
Or charge my Visa / Mastercard / Switch (delete as appropriate) Switch Issue No __
Card Number _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Start Date _ _ / _ _ Expiry Date _ _ / _ _
Signature ____

London’s Finest Turf And Topsoil

allgardens

LTD

LANDSCAPE DESIGN AND BUILD
• Landscape Architecture
• Commercial Landscape Contractors
• Garden and Grounds Maintenance
• Conservation and Eco Management
• Complete In House Service

• Top Quality Rolawn Turf and Topsoil
• Delivered Throughout The London Area
• Professional Preparation And Laying
Birchen Grove, Kingsbury, NW9
Tel: 020 8905 9009
www.londonlawnturf.co.uk

35 High Street, Sandridge, St. Albans, Herts AL4 9DD
Telephone / Fax: 01727 831788 Mobile: 07808582292
sales@allgardensltd.com www.allgardensltd.com

www.LoomTAPESTRY.com

PLANTING GEMS

planting solutions for your garden…

We can help you with…
✿ Rejuvenating neglected parts of your
garden including containers
✿ Re-styling borders and selecting plants
which suit your site and requirements
✿ Personal, professional and friendly service
✿ All work carried out by qualified
horticulturists
Anne Fraser: 07729 835988
Caroline Streets: 07930 876348
email: plantinggems@hotmail.co.uk

Tapestries and Woven Accessories
beautifully designed just for YOU
Contemporary Style from Traditional Skill
Visit www.loomtapestry.com

• SUPERB SHOW-SITE DISPLAYING OVER 100 BUILDINGS
• HOME OFFICES, SUMMERHOUSES, SHEDS & GREENHOUSES
• M A N U FA C T U R E D T O Y O U R E X A C T R E Q U IR E M E N T S

dAnFA VillAGe APPeAl

• SITE PREPARATION, DELIVERY & INSTALLATION
• DIFFICULT ACCESS/THROUGH HOUSE - NO PROBLEM
• MAIN COMPTON AGENT - NEW GARAGES ON DISPLAY NOW
• OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK INCLUDING BANK HOLIDAYS
• NO OBLIGATION HOME VISIT AND QUOTE SERVICE
F

R

E

E

P

H

O

N

E

0800 19 77 917

Cattlegate Road, Crews Hill, Enfield, Middlesex, EN2 9DS

sales@threecountiesuk.com

www.threecountiesuk.com

Garden Confidential’s distribution company, Regal Distribution, is setting aside
a portion of their annual profit towards the development of a sewing school in
Danfa, a small village outside Accra in Ghana (West Africa).
The aim is to teach villagers a trade and to offer them employment in a small,
local, factory that will supply clothing for the internal and export market. The
village will have a share holding in the factory ensuring that profits are used in
local development projects.
In addition to Regal’s contribution, donations are invited from the public. All
contributors will be listed on the Danfa Village Appeal website at www.regaluk.com/danfa (from December 2008) along with details of monies raised and
expenditure to date.
All donations will be used solely for the purchase of machinery and building
materials needed for the project, and to pay the cost of freight. There are no
administration costs and all air fares to Ghana are paid for privately. Regal has to
date purchased five industrial sewing machines ready for transport to Ghana.
If you would like to contribute please send a cheque payable to ‘Danfa Village
Appeal’ to Regal Distribution, Unit 2, Towers Business Park, Carey Way, Wembley
HA9 0LQ. The next issue of Garden Confidential will carry an progress update.

Confidential timely visits

miKE tAYLEr

Autumn is gloriously late this year, so we urge all our readers to make the most
of it and take a day out to enjoy the colour at any of these arboretums

HArcourt ArBoretum

one of the largest private collections of trees in the country set in 56
acres and surrounded by glorious cotswold countryside. in autumn the
arboretum is a dazzling explosion of colour. in winter the garden takes
on a magical air as you walk amongst sparkling morning frosts and on
Boxing Day we open for you to walk off your christmas lunch with a free
glass of mulled wine to set you on your way.

An arboretum designed in 1835 by William sawrey Gilpin containing
a bluebell wood, lime wood, an acer glade, parkland with wild flowers,
and many mature trees. All set in 130 acres. in addition to a dramatic
collection of trees and shrubs, the Arboretum is home to a series of
themed plants including a fern gully, meadow and a collection of Plants
from high Places.

Batsford Arboretum, Moreton-in-Marsh, Gloucestershire GL56 9AB
Tel: 01386 701441 e arboretum@batsfordarboretum.co.uk w batsarb.co.uk

Harcourt Arboretum, Nuneham Courtenay, Oxfordshire, OX44 9PX
Tel: 01865 343501 w botanic-garden.ox.ac.uk

Open daily from 9:00 am–5:00 pm except Wednesdays in December & January &
Christmas Day
Gift shop, Tea room (closed 16 November–21 February)

April–November daily 10:00 am–5:00 pm (last admission 4:15 pm
December–March weekdays only 10:00 am–4:30 pm (last admission 4:15 pm)
£3 adults; children free; concessions available

nAtionAL truSt/dAvid SELLmAn

BAtsFord ArBoretum

mArKs HAll GArdens & ArBoretum

WinKWortH ArBoretum

marks hall is a garden of trees to be enjoyed throughout the year, with
species from all the temperate areas of the world. the millennium Walk is
designed and planted especially for autumn and winter; glorious colours
reflect in the lake, there is elegant structure and delicious scent. As this
is in the Asian section of the Arboretum all the plants originate from
that area and include himalayan Birch, cornus and rubus, miscanthus,
sarcococca and hamamelis.

Established in the 20th century, this hillside arboretum now contains
more than 1,000 different shrubs and trees, many of them rare. the most
impressive displays are in spring, with magnolias, bluebells and azaleas,
and autumn, when the colour of the foliage is stunning – although the
varied planting means there is something of interest all year round. in
the summer it is an ideal place for family days out and picnics. there is
also a varied programme of events.

Marks Hall, Coggeshall, Essex CO6 1TG
Tel: 01376 563796
e enquiries@markshall.org.uk w markshall.org.uk

Winkworth Arboretum, Hascombe Road, Godalming, Surrey GU8 4AD
Tel: 01483 208477 e winkwortharboretum@nationaltrust.org.uk
w nationaltrust.org.uk/main/w-winkwortharboretum

November–March open Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays 10:30 am to dusk
Adults £3.50, Concessions £3.00, Children 5–16 £1 (under 5’s free)
Visitor Centre open for Coffee, Lunch and Tea

The arboretum is open all year daily during daylight hours, but may be closed
during bad weather.
Tea room. Children’s menu.
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Confidential Planner

iLLuStrAtion: LEnKA StrbinovA

Say It with 3,600
Gardens This
Christmas
mEmBErshiP oF thE national Gardens
scheme’s Friends Programme will make the

Timely care lessens the workload and revitalises your garden

perfect christmas gift for anyone who likes
visiting beautiful gardens and doing their bit

octoBer – noVemBer

some fleece to wrap your tree ferns and for

WhiLst it’s stiLL warmish, finish any

covering nectarines, peaches and other tender

lawn repair work with turf because seed will

plants on chilly nights if they can’t be brought

probably remain a muddy mess at this time

into the greenhouse. unless you are confident

£8.99, is a copy of

of year. Finish any evergreen pruning, plant

your garden is very sheltered, lift Dahlias

the famous Yellow

wall flowers for spring and winter flowering

otherwise a spell in cold soil will make them

Book listing 3,600

bedding: pansies, cyclamen, and heathers;

flower much later next year.

mostly privately

for charity.
included

for

the cost of just

together with their foliage partners: rosemary,

remember to feed birds regularly

owned gardens

convolvulus cneorum, box, and holly. Don’t

throughout the whole winter and break holes

which open to the

worry too much if you didn’t get the bulbs

in iced over bird baths and ponds.

public every year.

in the ground in september, so long as it’s

Friends will also

before the end of november you’ll get some

decemBer – JAnuAry

receive a twice

results. Vine weevil grubs are still very active

in shELtErED GArDEns you might need

yearly newsletter

and cyclamen seem to be a source, so treat

to trim the lawn at least once during both

keeping them in

affected areas yet again. Where you have

December and January. however it is a good

touch with the

saucers below pots, turn these upside down

time to have the petrol mower serviced, or give

stories and the

to stop the plant sitting in water through the

a good clean to the electric or push mower.

people behind the garden

coldest times.

make a point of turning compost heaps and if

openings. Friends of the national Gardens

there is time, repair fences and tidy out sheds.

scheme (nGs) will also have the opportunity

rub a bit of oil over all metal tools.

to purchase tickets to attend an evening hosted

Leaf clearance will keep you busy into
December. if you rake rather than blow, use a
metal tine rake on the lawns to scarify moss

Prune Japanese Acers and vines before

by Alan titchmarsh. Additional copies of the

and thatch as well as clear the leaves. try to

christmas because this is when they ‘bleed’

Yellow Book can be purchased by Friends at a

find space for keeping the leaves in black bin

least (lose sap from the cut). once all the

reduced rate for both friends and family.

bags to turn into leaf mould; one of the very

leaves are down and providing the soil is

Gardens opening on behalf of the nGs can

best fertilisers – and the garden makes it itself.

not sodden; a thick layer of mulch will help

be visited and enjoyed all year long. over 100

if you have horse chestnuts dropping leaves

improve the structure of difficult clay soils.

are open between January and march, many

into the garden, you are better off getting rid

now is a good time to prune roses, free

with spectacular snowdrop displays. During the

of these elsewhere, so as not to give a winter

standing apple and pear trees and finish

rest of the year the thousands of other stunning

home to the leaf miner moth that is causing

wisteria pruning back to three buds per

gardens can be visited and enjoyed.

so much angst. in borders, if at all possible,

stem. cut away the old leaves of hellebores

And, of course, both you and the recipient of

collect leaves of roses, peaches and any rust

and epimedians as the flowers start to show.

the gift will have the satisfaction of knowing that

infected fruit trees and also dispose of these

After the winter solstice on January 21st,

you are contributing money to some very good

away from the garden to lower the chance of

there is an appreciable lengthening of the

causes. Founded in 1927 on the clever idea of

fungal spores overwintering.

days and the garden will start to grow again

combining a nation’s obsession with gardening

When tidying the garden, try to leave some

soon. in the warmest gardens you will have

and our natural curiosity for what’s happening

old flower stems as hibernation homes for

iris reticulata, aconites and early daffodils in

on the other side of the fence, last year the nGs

beneficial insects and also they look great

flower; crocuses will appear very soon. shrubs

donated over £2 million to macmillan cancer

intermingled with the ornamental grasses –

flowering now are the gorgeously scented

support, marie curie cancer care, help the

sparkling with frost in the winter sun. Late

sarcococca confusa, and early camellias.

hospices, crossroads–caring for carers and

autumn is a very good season to be planting

Prunus subhirtella Autumnalis will have been

other charities.

trees, hedges and shrubs or moving them if

in flower for a month and winter jasmines,

really necessary.

winter flowering clematis: c. cirrhosa Wisley

Before frosts happen, bring in the irrigation
computer and in less protected gardens get

Cream and Daphne aureomarginata will all be
out shortly; spring cannot be that far away.

Compiled by Ceri Evans B.Sc.(Hons), Organic Garden Maintenance, Environmental Garden Design & Landscaping, Enquiries: 07804 657 363
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simply join online at www.ngs.org.uk, e-mail
friends@ngs.org.uk or call 01483213910.
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GAP PhotoS/riChArd bLoom

Confidential’s ‘Must Haves’ for this winter are GrAssEs

An autumn medley of mixed Miscanthus and Calamagrostis brachytricha offset by the rich hues of Eupatorium
maculatum, Verbena bonariensis, Leucanthemum x superbum and Cornus alba Aurea

MISCANThUS SINENSIS
MaleparTus

the most beautiful red-plumed variety
unfolding to brown/gold, standing high
above the foliage which turn orange,
deep cerise and golden yellow in
autumn.
Height: 150–200cm.
Flowering season: August–october but
stand well into winter.
Cultivation: Any soil in full sun.

PANICUM VIRgATUM
Warrior

All the Panicum develop exciting
autumn foliage colouring. Warrior has
lovely flower sprays of small purple
spikelets which make marvellous dry
flower arrangements.
Height: 150cm.
Flowering season: August well into
winter.
Cultivation: well drained soil in full sun.

dESChAMPSIA
CESPIToSA Golden deW

native grass. Cloud-like plumes held
high above clumps of fine arching
foliage which turn golden brown in
autumn. here looking beautiful clad in
winter frost.
Height: 75cm.
Flowering season: July well into winter.
Cultivation: moist soil , partly shaded.

GAP PhotoS/John GLovEr

GAP PhotoS/AdriAn bLoom

GAP PhotoS/diAnnA JAzwinSKi

GAP PhotoS/riChArd bLoom

the ‘new Perennial movement’ comes into its own now with its emphasis on stem colour, seed structure
and winter silhouette. And none show this off better than ornamental grasses. number one rule: don’t cut
back! take a deep breath and let them be till February. Your winter garden will never be the same again.

MoLINIA CAERULA
Moorhexe

fine upright almost black flower stems
become luminous golden-yellow by late
autumn. Good compact habit.
Height: 60cm.
Flowering season: July–november.
Cultivation: native to damp moorlands
they tolerate poor soil in sun.

Plants stocked at Clifton Nurseries, 5A Clifton Villas, London W9 2PH. Tel: 020 7289 6851; e-mail: enquiry@clifton.co.uk Please check stocks with the nursery first as availability varies
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your garden may be slumbering through the cold winter months,
but it’s still alive with birds, many struggling to survive.
Tim Webb explains what we can all do to help.
Britain’s national treasure, the Robin
BirDs rELY on winter berries and seeds. Great

the dry pith of ivy berries contains nearly

mistletoe, are sticky, so you’ll often see birds

tits spend seventy-five per cent of their waking

as many calories as mars bars! some berry

wipe their bills on trees, unwittingly sowing

hours searching for food. the blue tit is occupied

seeds, like those of juniper, will actually grow

more mistletoe plants.

eighty per cent of the time with the same activity

better after passing through a bird’s gut, which

Winter is a good time to consider planting

and the tiny goldcrest spends all day feeding,

removes natural chemicals that can prevent

fruit and berry bearing trees or bushes. As

with no time to interact or rest!

the seed from growing. other berry seeds, like

well as the many native berry-bearing species
gardenconfidential.co.uk | Autumn/winter 2008 45
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For
suPPEr

Confidential nature

smaller species. cheaper seed mixes are usually
bulked up with broken dog biscuits, split peas,
beans, dried rice or lentils. Without soaking,
none of these are easily digested by smaller
birds and are best avoided.
Fat balls are great winter foods for birds. You
can buy them or make your own. simply melt
some lard or suet, stir in some seeds or berries;
spoon the mixture into an empty coconut shell
or plastic cup to hang in your garden or just

Lard or suet mixed with seeds and berries makes a healthy winter feast

having created a garden that is full of food

niGEL bLAKE (rSPb-imAGES.Com)

niGEL bLAKE (rSPb-imAGES.Com)

scatter lumps on a bird table.
and shelter for birds, you can help the rsPB by
taking part in the world’s biggest citizen science
project, January’s Big Garden Birdwatch.
it entails giving an hour of your time to
record the birds that visit your garden over the

Robin and goldfinch dining out

weekend of the 24th and 25th January. the Big
(including rowan, holly, whitebeam, spindle, dog

Garden Birdwatch is celebrating its 30th birthday

recording sheets and more information are

rose, guelder rose, elder, hawthorn, honeysuckle

this year. it informs the rsPB’s conservation

available from our website or call 0300 456 8330

and ivy), attractive shrubs like cotoneaster,

work and has helped identify alarming falls

(calls charged at standard rate). this line will

pyracantha and berberis are great for a wide

in bird numbers such as house sparrows and

be operational from 21st november through

range of birds. it’s useful for wildlife to have

starlings. the information we’re sent is fantastic

to January.

these plants in your garden for when the native

and gives a detailed snapshot of the state of

plants have been stripped bare of food.

our gardens.

the other winter bird essential is water.
hygiene is always important where you are

so far, i’ve only mentioned winter food grown

encouraging wildlife to gather. maintaining a clean

in your garden. this can be supplemented with

supply is a daily chore, but one that may keep a

commercially available seed mixes. the better

house sparrow colony alive until spring.

■

ones contain plenty of flaked maize, sunflower
Tim Webb is the RSPB’s Communications Officer for London. He is happy
to accept and reply to your comments via tim.webb@rspb.org.uk

seeds, and peanut granules.
small seeds, such as millet, attract mostly
house sparrows, dunnocks, finches, reed buntings
and collared doves, while blackbirds readily
take flaked maize. tits and greenfinches favour
SuE trAntEr (rSPb-imAGES.Com)

peanuts and sunflower seeds. Pinhead oatmeal
is excellent for many birds. Wheat and barley
grains are often included in seed mixtures, but
they are really only suitable for pigeons and
doves, which feed on the ground and rapidly
increase in numbers, frequently deterring the

Female house sparrow

1st october saw changes to homeowners’ permitted

will help support wildlife. research has shown that even tiny front

development rights, which now requires anyone planning

gardens or green verges are vital for urban wildlife, housing up to

on laying a paved or concreted surface over their front
garden to seek planning permission.

786 different species of insect.
hardy plants such as thyme, creeping jenny and chamomile will
tolerate being parked on and trampled, but provide food and shelter
for insects. For extra wildlife-friendly measures, climbers and wall-

At £150 PEr application, it is likely to put many people off. the good
news is that you do not need to apply for planning permission if you
are using a permeable surface.
the changes are designed to tackle flash flooding, when heavy
rainfall rushes off hard surfaces into the drains, overwhelming them.
Another major environmental benefit is that permeable surfaces
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shrubs can be planted at the edges or in pots.
An Environment Agency leaflet outlining the changes can be
found at www.communities.gov.uk/documents/planningandbuilding/pdf/
pavingfrontgardens.pdf
For more information on creating parking spaces that support
wildlife, visit www.rspb.org.uk/advice/gardening/parking.asp
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DeCemBer

JaNuary

In November, look carefully at the shape of great tit’s beaks. As

By December, all of the leaves should have gone from your trees,

In January, many birds become more adventurous as they seek

the seasons change, their beaks adapt to the food available; in

making it easier to spot garden birds. Look out for robins, our

out food, so look out for fieldfares and redwings, particularly in

summer, they need pincer beaks for insects but in winter, it has

national bird. They’re usually the first to start singing in earnest,

more leafy areas. You may even hear a woodpecker attacking

to chomp on fruit and crack nuts.

with the males marking out their territories in readiness for the

dead wood in search of insects. They may be attracted in to

This is a good month for installing new, or cleaning old abandoned

coming breeding season. Other species, such as finches, are much

gardens by peanut feeders.

nest boxes. Try not to site them in direct sunlight. Birds like some

more gregarious and will happily feed together in a flock.

Take the opportunity to plan a new wildlife habitat. The bones of

warmth but can easily overheat in full sunlight.

If you want to encourage a robin to breed in your garden, try

your garden are laid bare at this time of the year and may reveal

As you prepare new areas for spring planting you could create

putting up an open-fronted nest box. You will need to protect

new areas to develop or re-shape. Consider a mini-woodland

a loggery. Half bury some old logs or deadwood in a suitably

it with chicken-wire to stop cats or squirrels climbing in.

habitat or a mixed border.

dappled area. You’ll find a host of insects will move in and call

If you have to prune back fruit trees and shrubs now, try to do

Wood and leaf piles are lifesavers for wildlife, including lacewings

it home. Leaving leaf piles will also create new habitats where

it in rotation so that growth becomes more staggered in the

and ladybirds, while earthworms and toads will welcome their

insects can snuggle down for the colder weather ahead.

following year. This encourages more wildlife in your garden.

insulating properties.

SERENA
Pools Limited

We have been dealing with swimming pools for
over 30 years and can provide you everything
you need for your swimming pool including
chemicals, heaters and accessories.
When it comes to the installation of a swimming
pool we are in a position to undertake all aspects
of the installation from construction through
to tiling and can also carry out a refurbishment
of an existing pool.
We not only construct and refurbish pools but
we carry out routine maintenance on pools also.

Contact us by telephone:

020 8368 2275

Or visit us online at:

www.serenapools.com/home.htm

niGEL bLAKE (rSPb-imAGES.Com)

rAY KEnnEdY (rSPb-imAGES.Com)

NovemBer

SuE trAntEr (rSPb-imAGES.Com)

Birds have to maintain high body temperatures of around 40°C, so
winter’s a hard time. Wrens conserve energy by huddling together;
a record 63 were once found snuggling in a nest box for warmth.

Forget-Me-Not
Garden Design & Maintenance

Garden lighting design and installation specialists
Supplying and installing the finest light fittings

All aspects of hard and soft landscaping undertaken.
Paving, decking ,fencing, turfing, brickwork and more.
We also have 15 years experience in the jobs you love
to hate! Weeding, pruning, hedge trimming and grass
cutting are amongst many jobs undertaken by our
dedicated maintenance crew.
Why not give me a call for a free, no obligation quote.

020 8361 2852
07769 632890

www.moonlightdesign.co.uk
email: enquiries@moonlightdesign.co.uk

malcolmbeech@aol.com

Tel: 020 8925 8639

Christmas Greenery Sale
Sunday 14 December 2008
Myddelton House Gardens

FR
EE

Christmas is nearly here!

• SUPERB SHOW-SITE DISPLAYING OVER 100 BUILDINGS
• HOME OFFICES, SUMMERHOUSES, SHEDS & GREENHOUSES
• M A N U FA C T U R E D T O Y O U R E X A C T R E Q U IR E M E N T S

Myddelton House Gardens can
provide you with all your festive
greenery needs.
Take the chance to explore
and discover the hidden
beauty of the gardens at
this time of year. Festive
refreshments will be
available.
Myddelton House Gardens
Bulls Cross, Enfield EN2 9HG

• SITE PREPARATION, DELIVERY & INSTALLATION
• DIFFICULT ACCESS/THROUGH HOUSE - NO PROBLEM
• MAIN COMPTON AGENT - NEW GARAGES ON DISPLAY NOW
• OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK INCLUDING BANK HOLIDAYS
• NO OBLIGATION HOME VISIT AND QUOTE SERVICE
F

R

E

E

P

H

O

N

E

0800 19 77 917

Cattlegate Road, Crews Hill, Enfield, Middlesex, EN2 9DS

08456 770 600
www.leevalleypark.org.uk
sales@threecountiesuk.com

www.threecountiesuk.com

with thAnKS to ELizAbEth And iAin brown for tEStinG thE rECiPE And PhotoGrAPhinG thE rESuLt

tHe APPle

APPle BreAd

it is DiFFicuLt to believe that many of London’s

there are apples for everyone: from sharp,

houses were built on the site of former orchards.

nutty russets to sweet Jonathans. With their

a recipe by Joan Morgan

Green custards, Peasgood’s nonsuch and cellini

coloured fruits and leaves and pretty blossom

Joan Morgan is a fruit historian and pomologist.

apples once flourished and fed the capital along

they will adorn any garden and in suburban

A bread formed of ‘one third boiled apple pulp baked

with Bismarks, coxes and Bramleys.

areas pollination will not be a problem.

with two thirds flour having been properly fermented

residents of much of London can grow most

one of the most striking apples available and

varieties providing there are no frost pockets or

suitable for planting in London is charles ross,

palatable’ wrote the eminent horticulturalist John

that conditions are not too exposed. Appropriate

which gives large apples and is a dual purpose,

Claudius Loudon in his Encyclopaedia of Gardening

rootstocks will resolve most problems.

with yeast’ was ‘excellent, full of eyes and extremely

being ideal for dessert or culinary use. these

in 1824.

many apple varieties were bred in the

juicy fruits are rarely seen now but worthy of

The addition of apples to the dough makes a savoury

home counties. today there are various cox-

any table. A favourite late cooking apple is Lane’s

bread that is good eaten with cheese. Experiment

type varieties, but look out for other exciting

Prince Albert raised at Berkhamsted in 1840 and

through the season with different varieties, which

eaters and cookers not normally found in the

like several other Lane’s cited here, was awarded

will give different results.

supermarket, such as the handsome red/purple

first class category from the royal horticultural

Alexander or the large striped cooker, Bushey

society. Like many of our well known and loved

Grove whose ‘parent’ is the Queen, a splendid

varieties it has an interesting history, being

colourful early cooker. other fine cooking apples

named to celebrate a visit by Queen Victoria

range from the early season Golden noble to

and Prince Albert to hertfordshire. inexplicably

the late Edward Vii.

it lost popularity after the 1940’s but being a

For dessert apples consider early August

hardy variety is worthy of consideration by the

varieties like Fortune and Epicure both bred by

gardener. Very productive and versatile varieties

the famous Laxton Brothers of Bedford, who

such as Lane’s Prince Albert make a change from

also originated the late season famous Laxton’s

the bland fare often obtainable.

superb.

ingredients (for one loaf)
350g (12oz) wholemeal flour
175g (6oz) apples, weighed after peeling and coring
12g (½oz) fresh yeast (fresh is easier than dried)

method
Cook the apples to a puree or to soft slices
depending upon the variety. Blend the yeast to
a smooth liquid with warm water – about half a
teacupful. Add this to the warm, but not hot, apple.
Stir this into the lightly salted flour and the resulting
dough should be fairly moist. Leave it to rise and
double in volume – about 1 to 2 hours. Then dust
with flour, gather it together and work it into a ball.
Put this in a greased bread tin and leave to rise. When
the dough reaches the top of the tin put it in an
oven heated to 210C/400F/gas mark 6. Bake for 20
minutes, then for 20 minutes more at 190C/375F/gas
mark 5. Turn the loaf out of the tin and let it cool.

From left to right: the Jonathan, Royal Gala and Winter Gem

Taken from The Apple Source
Book, a celebration of nearly
3,000 varieties of apple we
can grow in these islands,
with their distinctive flavours,
uses, places of origin, stories
and associated customs.
Published in hardback by
Hodder & Stoughton in
October 2008, the book
is available from all good
booksellers. RRP £16.99.
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Confidential CorresPondenCe

Your LEttErs
Garden Confidential is about you and we thrive on your feedback. Do let us know what you thought of our tree issue.
Did it inspire you to plant more trees? or do you feel you could emulate Kim and take us on a tour round your
garden in autumn? As always we will publish the most interesting ones in our next issue. And by the way, any
letter we publish will entitle the writer to a free two-year subscription to Gc!
write to us at letters@gardenconfidential.co.uk

we reserve the right to edit correspondence.

rosy glow

roots which are very vigorous, are a rhizome and the tinniest piece of root will

What a lovely surprise Garden Confidential magazine

grow back. With what we are allowed to use there is no chemical solution, so i

certainly brightening up what has been a miserable

do any of our readers know of any alternative solutions? Mw

pleasure it usually is. Heading into the garden armed

comforTaBly clean

secateurs – tidying up the roses has always, for me,

with your readers. Even though wearing gloves I still

landing on my doormat unannounced! The front cover
start to the summer making time in the garden not the

see little choice but to dig up the whole patio’. ouch! that sounds expensive…

with an early morning mug of tea and my faithful

I have a useful tip for keeping nails clean to share

been a satisfying start to the day.

found that my fingernails got very dirty – now I have

So your recommendations of places to visit

inspired me to take myself off to visit Knebworth
House. What a delight!

So thanks to your article I am planning to visit the

others, and will look forward to the next issue.
A Proctor, Hadley Wood

Well hopefully this issue should prove equally interesting. We have compiled
a stunning quartet of autumn beauties for you to visit and can highly
recommend the Beale arboretum. Mw

a pair of fine cotton gloves that I put on first and then
my gardening gloves over them. Success! Sometimes
running your nails over a bar of soap first fills in the

nails and just washing your hands after the gardening

then removes any dirt that has managed to lodge itself.
And to be even more effective – some Vaseline lotion
on before putting on the cotton gloves gives you a
luxury hand treatment while you garden.
Sue McDonald, Totteridge

Well, with you and myself in mind you’ll be pleased to note that in our next

going for green

tools of the trade we plan to test all the new garden hand-lotion products that

Thank you Garden Confidential for your feature on

are currently on the market. Mw

several years and been curious about the buildings we

PaTio PerfecT

Hardy olive Veronique

saw with what appeared to be grass and plants growing
over the flat roof tops (mainly in the cities – seen

Your spring issue featuring patios made me take a good

to look at but also bear fruit.

from high windows in our hotel) So your article made

look at mine and realise that is was uninspiring to say

the least! Then your summer issue challenged me to do

olive Veronique is a new breed from dt Brown (www.dtbrownseeds.co.uk)

green roofing. We have holidayed in Germany for

everything clear.

We are considering experimenting with our shed!

Thanks GC!

Alison Sawyer, via e-mail
that is so exciting – please go ahead with your shed and send us updates and
pictures of work in progress. i have been noticing in my own area in Highgate
the arrival of green roofs – there’s no question a revolution at grass roots is
taking place on our roof tops!. Mw

BamBoozled
Dear Garden Confidential,

Could your team help? Some time ago I removed my

something about it when I read your feature on roses.
So now, instead of the rather sombre evergreen

shrubs in tubs, my patio is a delight when family

liTTle helPers

my garden.

a great interest in helping me in the garden. I would

“scramble” over the rather ugly fence at the bottom of

When visiting this summer, my grandchildren showed

Graham Faulkner, Crouch End

dearly like to encourage this but they had difficulties

Gardens by their very nature cannot be static but it takes a great gardener to
look at their own plot on a regular basis with an unbiased eye and continue to
make improvements. Good on you – and i hope this issue inspires you to plant

olive Branch

do I get rid of it without destroying the soil as I will

I would love to bring a taste of the Mediterranean

G Turnbull, via e-mail

recommend a hardy olive that will thrive in my

expert opinion. He said: ‘it does somewhat depend on the type of bamboo.
However, it is practically impossible to remove bamboo as it grows from the
50 Autumn/winter 2008 | gardenconfidential.co.uk

spot in the garden where other plants struggle to flourish. However it hates

Rambling Rector that you have recommended to

pretty rambler over my new pergola. I will be planting

starting to push up the carefully laid patio stone! How

We turned this question over to steve McCurdy of Majestic trees to get the

summer months. it thrives best in poor stony soil so is a good addition to that
cold and wet soil so good drainage is important. Mw

a tree or two. Mw

want to plant roses.

can be grown outdoors in most places in the uk and fruits successfully in the

and friends visit with tubs of tumbling roses and a

bamboo from a tub and replanted it into the border of
my patio. Unfortunately it has now taken over and is

S Chambers, Barnet

to my garden. Can the Garden Confidential team

north London garden and that will survive in low

temperatures? The garden is reasonably sheltered and

sunny. I would like foliage that will not only be lovely

as my tools are too heavy and unwieldy for their little
hands.

Does anyone make small tools that are lightweight

yet strong? And if so, where can I buy them?
Mrs C Williamson, Muswell Hill

Most garden centres stock children-size tools. and there is quite a range of
styles and sizes, some even have telescopic shafts so you can adjust for the
height of the child (also a bonus as you wouldn’t have to replace them as the
children grow!) they range from traditional (mini versions of grown-up tools)
to the colourful fun ones (perhaps aimed more at the toy market). all the
versions we have seen have been well made and there are a good range of
prices. Mw
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T: +44(0)20-8953 5827 F: +44(0)20-8953 5836
E: info@folia-europe.com W: www.folia-europe.com
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“most efficient, willing,
courteous and well prepared planting
team on site I have worked with in
20 years as a landscape architect”
Hilary Harris
(Landscape Architect)
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We aim to provide our customers with the
best possible service, the best selection of trees,
all at a competitive price!
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